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Catalytic
Founded 2015 | HQ Chicago, IL | 70 employees (approx.) | $5-10M revenue (est.)

Catalytic is a fascinating vendor with an easy-to-use, SaaS-based
process automation product and a pinpoint focus on achieving
widespread deployment across all businesspeople within an enterprise.
The company has ambitious plans to remake a mature market that has
already been well-plowed by many competitors.
spreadsheets. (Because establishing a true

The Company

mass-market user base within companies is
so challenging, Catalytic could easily become

Catalytic is a privately held SaaS software

an acquisition target if its broad-based user

vendor targeting easy-to-use digital process

strategy proves successful.)

automation software for businesspeople. A
newcomer to the space, the firm was founded

Catalytic targets large and medium-sized

in 2015 and is headquartered in Chicago, Illinois.

companies that place a high premium

Catalytic has approximately 70 employees and

on the software’s ability to scale across

$5-10 million (estimated) in revenues. In 2016,

the organization, its extensive business-

Catalytic received $30 million in venture capital

friendliness, and its ease of integration. Within

financing from Intel Capital, Redline Capital, and

those companies, Catalytic targets shared

existing investors New Enterprise Associates

services as a way to extend its usage within the

(NEA), Boldstart, and Hyde Park Angel, bringing

organization. As a customer example, Catalytic

the firm’s total investment received since

offers Bosch, which has implemented process

inception to $42 million.

automation in 31 countries in support of five
million automated tasks per year.

Catalytic and Appian – competitors in the
low-code process automation space – both
cite NEA as a venture capital investor. Catalytic
differs from Appian, however, because it sells
process automation tools “for the masses,”
i.e., automating everyone in the organization.
Catalytic believes its software is the process
equivalent of Microsoft’s SharePoint for
document management, or Excel for
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Market and
Technology Positioning
Catalytic’s target industries are manufacturing,
healthcare, logistics, business services (e.g.,
advertising, recruiting, accounting), finance,
and insurance. The company primarily plays
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in the North American market but will pursue
European customers on an opportunistic basis.
It targets a broad base of project champions,

Figure 1

Catalytic’s Positioning

ranging from executives in business operations
business
apps

and core lines of business to customer

low-code

experience (CX) and the C-suite. Normally, new
entrants to the process automation market
focus more narrowly on specific types of
buyers instead of following Catalytic’s broad
deployment strategy. However, this more

customer
experience
1

expansive sales effort is needed to establish a
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RPA

strong beachhead in the market for ubiquitous
process automation tools.
Despite its business development strategy,

content
services

business
operations

one could still question Catalytic’s late entry
into a sizeable field of competitors. Why is this

AI/ML

software product different from any number
of other competitors already targeting the
process automation market? One reason is
that Catalytic natively performs many of the
tasks that would require competing process
automation companies to team with a robotic
process automation (RPA) vendor. For example,
Catalytic’s cloud-based software can natively

Legend
low-code
0 – no emphasis on low code
1 – business developer focus
3 – extensive low-code tooling
5 – general purpose low-code
market

gather quotes from e-mail, extract information,
and prepare a client-facing booklet without
simulating keystrokes by a person. (Note, if
the software is on-premises, this functionality
still requires an RPA product.) To bolster its
strategy, Catalytic natively supports document

RPA
0 – no RPA offering
1 – custom integration
3 – 1+ partners/OOB
connectors
5 – deep partnership/native
RPA

generation from Microsoft Word, PowerPoint,
Excel, business applications, and email – as
well as natural language processing.
Some hallmarks of Catalytic’s positioning
are: 1) support for end-to-end processes
that integrate forms, tables, and intelligent
capture and offer embedded natural language
processing; 2) no-code software actions using
native and embedded functionality for working
with files, systems, and the web; 3) a selfmanaging data store with built-in
AI/ML; 4) cloud-native capabilities that
support scalability and governance.
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content services
0 – no content support
1 – native content support
3 – partnership with 1+ content
providers
5 – native content services/
management

business operations
0 – focus on CX only
1 – targeting the back office
3 – pre-built use cases for back
office
5 – strategic focus on complex
business operations
customer experience
0 – focus on biz ops only
1 – focus on CX for biz ops
3 – targeting sales and
marketing
5 – strategic focus on end-toend CX-centric processes
business apps
0 – no focus on business apps
1 – pre-built templates/forms
for specific processes
3 – 1+ pre-built apps >50%
packaged
5 – fully packaged apps

AI/ML
0 – no focus on AI/ML
1 – initial insights/
experimentation
3 – multiple AI/ML deployments
(e.g., capture, next best
action, NLP)
5 – native AI/ML in DPA product
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Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of

Catalytic embeds native AI/ML

Catalytic’s positioning. (Note: this radar

capabilities throughout the process

graphic is not a product analysis or product

automation product. For example, the

rating; rather, it represents vendor positioning

process builder uses intelligence when

within the digital process automation market.)

businesspeople outline processes so as to

A deeper analysis of the categories on the
graph shows:

help users create the best processes.
The software can automatically sift through
a library of process steps and use AI to

No-code and low-code process modeling

1) determine what users wish to do, and

is quite different from the process

2) make process design recommendations.

automation “norm.” Catalytic uses an

The core product also supports natural

outline approach rather than relying on

language processing.

flowcharting for process design. This
more user-friendly approach is designed
to appeal to businesspeople who do not
think in terms of flowcharts. Note, however,
that Catalytic has also put flowcharting on
its R&D roadmap. The product has 200+
no-code actions in line with its strategy to
provide mass appeal to businesspeople.
Catalytic orchestrates workflow and
tasks between people and bots using RPA
partners. As a result, Catalytic integrates
out of the box with UiPath and Automation
Anywhere, and integration with BluePrism
is on the R&D roadmap. However, RPA may
not be needed, as Catalytic’s native AI/ML
capabilities can automate laborious, manual
tasks (in addition to automating processes)
without capturing a user’s keystrokes. (See
the description earlier in this report.)
Catalytic’s content services strategy
is partnership-driven. The firm has
partnerships with Box, Dropbox, Microsoft
(SharePoint), and Amazon S3 for document
storage. Document generation is core to the

The company targets shared services
and line-of-business processes within
business operations. For example, business
operations in an insurance firm uses the
Catalytic platform to extract information
from email and generate documentation
via intelligent capture, natural language
processing, text extraction, and document
creation.
Customer experience is a targeted market
segment equivalent in importance to the
firm’s focus on business operations and
line-of-business processes. Other than
using document generation to create
client-facing collateral and documentation,
Catalytic doesn’t have specific CX features
or functions with this segment in mind.
Business applications are not on
Catalytic’s current R&D roadmap. The
company has pre-built integrations with
other cloud products, such as Microsoft
365, Oracle NetSuite, Salesforce, and
Workday.

product. Catalytic does not plan to become
the system of record for documents.
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Our Opinion

Advice to Buyers

Catalytic is a fascinating vendor with

Buyers who are curious about digital process

an easy-to-use, SaaS-based process

automation and the intersection between

automation product and a pinpoint focus on

digital processes and digital tasks should

achieving widespread deployment across all

consider Catalytic as a general purpose digital

businesspeople within an enterprise.

automation tool for the workforce. The firm’s

The company has ambitious plans to remake

easy-to-create process outliner, its overall ease

a mature market that has already been well-

of use, and its focus on no-code make Catalytic

plowed by many competitors. It’s fair to

a good choice for organizations wanting to

ask, “Why should a newcomer like Catalytic

experiment with business process automation

succeed any more than its many seasoned

and – dare we say it? – citizen developers.

competitors?” After all, targeting the general

Catalytic is a good match for organizations

business community with ubiquitous process

wanting to learn more about combining

automation software has been tried before

digital process automation with AI/ML that

(albeit with older technology stacks and far

is embedded inside the automation software.

fewer investment dollars). The answer lies

Given the company’s positioning, companies

in Catalytic’s war chest full of investment

seeking to automate complex, highly scalable

dollars and its strategic drive to be a widely

business processes for strategic, line-of-

deployed, widely used business software tool

business purposes should view Catalytic as

for businesspeople throughout an organization

having complementary technology to higher-

rather than focusing on more complex

end process automation products.

processes such as underwriting and contract
management. Yes, it’s audacious for a four-yearold firm to compare its products to mainstream
business software such as Microsoft’s Excel
and PowerPoint. However, after seeing a
demonstration of this seemingly familiar/easyto-use product that relies on outlining rather
than process modeling, it becomes easier to
understand Catalytic’s founders’ lofty goals.
Throw in native RPA-like capabilities powered
by AI, and AI/ML-driven process design, and
the company’s value proposition begins to
make sense. Marketing muscle is the missing
element; even a brief discussion with the
founders surfaces a deep focus on technology
rather than marketing the company’s strategic
message. The company is aware of the need
for additional marketing and is in the process
of strengthening its marketing leadership and
marketing presence.
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SOAR Analysis
Strengths

Aspirations

Innovative process outline approach for modeling

Become the ubiquitous business process and task

AI/ML embedded in the software, including

automation tool for everyone

natural language processing
Native support for task automation within the
process software, minimizing the need for RPA
tools in some instances
Sizeable ($42M) venture capital funding

Opportunities

Results

Invest in greater marketing expertise and prowess

Big win with Bosch

Sharpen its messaging about why Catalytic’s

Innovative new process automation product with

products complement higher-end process

a distinctly different target market

automation software
Differentiate through native task automation (in
lieu of RPA) and native AI/ML

Research Series:
Digital Process Automation
State of the Market
This report is part of Deep Analysis’s Digital Process
Automation State of the Market research series, which
includes these reports:
State of the Digital Process Automation Market:
Current Assessment 2019
State of the Digital Process Automation Market:
Trends 2020-2025
Vendor Vignettes for Digital Process Automation
Vendors
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Deep Analysis

About Deep Analysis
Deep Analysis is an advisory firm that helps organizations
understand and address the challenges of innovative and
disruptive technologies in the enterprise software marketplace.
Its work is built on decades of experience in advising and
consulting to global technology firms large and small, from IBM,
Oracle, and HP to countless start-ups.
Led by Alan Pelz-Sharpe, the firm focuses on Information
Management and the business application of Cloud, Artificial

About the Author
Connie Moore is Vice President and
Principal Analyst at Deep Analysis.
She joined the firm after four years

Intelligence, and Blockchain. Deep Analysis recently published

as Senior Vice President, Research, at

the book "Practical Artificial Intelligence: An Enterprise

Digital Clarity Group, and more than

Playbook," co-authored by Alan and Kashyap Kompella,
outlining strategies for organizations to avoid pitfalls and
successfully deploy AI.
Deep Analysis works with technology vendors to improve their

twenty years as Research Director and
Vice President at Forrester Research.
Connie is a widely acclaimed speaker,
advisor, consultant, and expert in
digital process automation, customer
experience management, digital

understanding and provide actionable guidance on current and

experience platforms, and content

future market opportunities.

services. In 2014 Connie received the

Yet, unlike traditional analyst firms, Deep Analysis takes a buyer-

globally recognized Marvin Manheim

centric approach to its research and understands real-world

Award for influence, contribution,

buyer and market needs versus the “echo chamber” of the
technology industry.

Workflow Management Coalition's

and distinction based on standout
contributions to the field of workflow
and business process management.

Contact us:
info@deep-analysis.net
+1 978 877 7915
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